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We study the absorption line shape caused by Frenkel excitons in one-dimensional ring-shaped
molecular aggregates, such as circular light-harvesting systems, subjected to dynamic disorder with
a finite correlation time. We focus on dichotomic noise and show that for arbitrary orientations of
the molecular transition dipoles relative to the ring, the absorption spectrum may be calculated
exactly by solving two very similar sets of 2N coupled linear equations of motion, where N is the
number of molecules in the ring. These sets are a factor of N smaller than in methods developed
previously, which allows us to evaluate the exact line shapes for N up to 12 and study size
dependence of the spectra. Previous exact calculations were limited to hexamers (N56). Moreover,
in contrast to earlier work, we take into account long-range dipolar transfer interactions between all
molecules in the ring. We find that the dipole orientation and the long-range interactions strongly
affect the dependence of the spectrum on the ring size. This holds true particularly for the exchange
narrowing of the linewidths in the fast-fluctuation regime. © 1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-9606~99!70604-5#I. INTRODUCTION
Since the recent discovery that several bacterial light-
harvesting systems have a highly symmetric circular
structure,1 the interest in one-dimensional molecular ring ag-
gregates has increased strongly. These light-harvesting sys-
tems contain rings with several tens ~16-32! of chlorophyll
molecules over which the electronic energy may be trans-
ported, before jumping to another ring or to a reaction center.
Whether this transport is coherent ~excitonlike! or incoherent
~hoppinglike! is still a matter of much debate.2–5 The amount
of coherence and the exciton delocalization length over the
ring depends crucially on the effect of the complex environ-
ment: random solvation shifts and scattering on vibrations
affect the exciton dynamics. These processes are also re-
flected in the absorption spectrum of the system.
A simple level of modeling such effects, without ad-
dressing the environment in any detail, is to dress the exciton
model with dynamic disorder. In this intuitively appealing
model, each molecule is given a time-dependent frequency
offset, determined by some stochastic process. This approach
was originally introduced in the context of spin resonance
experiments6,7 and later applied to the optical response of
~coupled! chromophores.8–13 Although, strictly speaking, this
model can only be justified for temperatures that are high
compared to the frequency of the modes in the
environment,14,15 it has been used very successfully to de-
scribe ultrafast spectroscopies, involving fast bath modes, for
single molecules in solution.16 Two frequency scales govern
the stochastic process: the amplitude (D) of the fluctuations
and the fluctuation rate (l). The third frequency scale that
enters the problem is the intermolecular excitation transfer
interaction (J0). Owing to the occurrence of three different
a!Electronic mail: knoester@chem.rug.nl2200021-9606/99/110(4)/2208/11/$15.00
Downloaded 23 Aug 2006 to 129.125.25.39. Redistribution subject tofrequency scales, the calculation of any dynamic quantity of
the system is very complicated. Except for limiting situations
such as the static limit or the white noise limit (l@D ,J0),8,17
one has to resort to approximate solutions. Examples of such
approaches are the dynamic coherent potential
approximation,9 cumulant expansions,10,11 decoupling
schemes like the random phase approximation,12 and simu-
lation techniques to evaluate path integral expressions.13
An interesting type of stochastic process that allows for,
at least numerically, exact solutions of the absorption spec-
trum, is dichotomic Markov noise. In this process, the ran-
dom frequency offset of a molecule can take two values
(6D) and randomly jumps from one value to the other with
an average rate l . Reineker, Barvı´k, and co-workers18,19
showed that for this process the absorption spectrum can be
calculated by solving a closed hierarchy of N2N linear equa-
tions of motion, where N is the number of molecules in the
aggregate. During recent years, these authors have applied
this method to study the absorption spectra for N53, 4, and
6 for a range of parameter values D/J0 and l/J0 . Recently,20
we briefly reported on how for ring aggregates with dipoles
oriented perpendicular to the plane of the ring, an alternative
closed set of only 2N equations of motion may be derived to
calculate the absorption spectrum. This smaller set allowed
us to calculate spectra for ring sizes up to N59 and made it
possible to study the phenomenon of exchange narrowing of
fast fluctuations. The case N59 may already be of interest to
light-harvesting systems, as the antenna system LH2 of
purple bacteria contains rings of eight or nine chlorophyll
dimers.1 However, in these systems, the molecular transition
dipoles are known to basically lie in the plane of the ring.
In this paper, we therefore consider the general situation,
where the molecular dipoles have arbitrary orientations rela-
tive to the ring. Moreover, we include all intermolecular
transfer interactions on the rings. Previous calculations have8 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
 AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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mation which for dipolar (1/r3) interactions may be expected
to be rather poor. We show that for this general situation, it
is sufficient to solve two ~very similar! closed sets of 2N
linear equations of motion in order to calculate the absorp-
tion spectrum. We apply our method to calculate spectra for
rings consisting of up to N512 molecules and focus in par-
ticular on the N dependence of the spectra. We show that
exchange narrowing occurs independent of the orientation of
the molecular dipoles, although the precise value of the nar-
rowing factor and its large-aggregate saturation value are
influenced by these orientations as well as by the long-range
nature of the interactions.
The outline of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II, we
define the model and express the absorption spectrum in
terms of the stochastic average of one-exciton Green func-
tions. In particular, the way the dipole orientations enter the
intermolecular interactions and the expression for the spec-
trum will be clarified. In Sec. III, the two closed hierarchies
of equations of motion that suffice to evaluate the absorption
spectrum in the case of dichotomic noise will be derived.
These equations are used in Sec. IV to evaluate the exact
absorption spectra for various system sizes, dipole orienta-
tions, and values for D/J0 and l/J0 . A discussion of these
results is given. In Sec. V we focus on the effect of exchange
narrowing and the random phase approximation. Finally, in
Sec. VI we summarize and briefly address the more general
model, where the disorder also contains a purely static com-
ponent in addition to a dynamic one.
II. MODEL AND ABSORPTION SPECTRUM
We consider a cyclic aggregate consisting of N equidis-
tant two-level molecules arranged on a ring of radius R . The
molecules have transition dipoles with magnitude m that is
equal for all molecules. The dipoles all have equal orienta-
tion relative to the ring: the angle between the dipoles and
the normal to the plane of the ring is denoted b , while the
angle between the projection of the dipole on the plane of the
ring and the tangent to the ring is denoted a ~Fig. 1!. We
indicate the plane of the ring as the xy plane and the direc-
tion perpendicular to the ring as the z direction. Thus, mz
5m cos b and mxy5m sin b. If we model the effect of the
environment on the molecules by a stochastic modulation of
the transition frequencies, the Frenkel exciton Hamiltonian
for the aggregate reads (\51),
Hˆ ~ t !5(
n




†bˆ n1m . ~1!
FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the ring aggregate. The thick arrows
indicate the transition dipole moments of the individual molecules. For ev-
ery molecule, the angle between its transition dipole and the normal to the
plane of the ring ~the z axis! equals b , while the angle between the projec-
tion of the dipole on the plane of the ring and the tangent t to the ring is
denoted a .Downloaded 23 Aug 2006 to 129.125.25.39. Redistribution subject toHere, bˆ n
† and bˆ n denote the Pauli creation and annihilation
operator,21,22 respectively, for an excitation on molecule n
(50,1, . . . ,N21), v0 is the average molecular transition
frequency, and Dn(t) is the modulation of the frequency of
molecule n at time t . In the second term of the Hamiltonian,
J(m) is the intermolecular excitation transfer interaction be-
tween two molecules which are m lattice constants apart on
the ring. Thus, m561,62, . . . , until all molecules (Þn)
on the ring are accounted for, where periodic boundary con-




The transfer interactions result from the intermolecular
dipole–dipole interactions and are given by
J~m !5J0S sin~p/N !sin~pumu/N ! D
3










is the interaction between two nearest-neighbor molecules if
their dipoles m would be oriented in the z direction (a is the
nearest-neighbor distance on the ring!. We note that J0 is
always positive. Whether the actual nearest-neighbor interac-
tion on the ring is positive ~H aggregate! or negative ~J ag-
gregate! depends on the orientation factor ~i.e., the last fac-
tor! in Eq. ~2!. In the literature, J(m) is mostly approximated
by a nearest-neighbor interaction, i.e., only terms with m5
61 are kept; we will not make this approximation here.
We now turn to the description of the stochastic fre-
quency modulation. We will assume that the Dn(t) are inde-
pendent dichotomic Markov processes19,23,24 of amplitude D
and correlation time l21. Thus at time t , each Dn(t) either




For large l , the fluctuation varies rapidly between 1D and
2D , whereas for l50 the model describes static dichoto-
mic disorder. The case of finite l is referred to as colored
dichotomic noise.
More information about the dichotomic process and its
correlation functions may be found in Ref. 23. Here we re-
strict ourselves to the property that is most important to
evaluate the optical line shape of the aggregate: the differen-
tiation rule. Clearly, any dynamic variable of the aggregate is
a functional of the N frequency fluctuations $D i%. Let
F t@$D i%# be such a variable, where the functional depen-
dence is denoted in the square brackets and the explicit time
dependence through the subscript t . Then we have
d
dt ^D1~ t !D2~ t !    Dk~ t !F t@$D i%#&
5 K D1~ t !D2~ t !    Dk~ t ! ddt F t@$D i%#L
2kl^D1~ t !D2~ t !    Dk~ t !F t@$D i%#&. ~5! AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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as is done in Ref. 25 for the case of one dichotomic process.
The generalization to N equivalent but independent processes
is easily given. The second right hand side term in Eq. ~5!
results from the fact that multitime correlations of dichoto-
mic fluctuations factorize into products of two-time correla-
tion functions;23 the latter decay exponentially with rate l
according to Eq. ~4!. We remark in passing that Eq. ~5! also
holds for Gauss–Markov fluctuations.
Next, we turn to the general expression for the linear
absorption spectrum I(v) of an ensemble of aggregates. Ac-
cording to standard linear response theory, this spectrum is
determined by the two-time correlation function of its total
transition dipole operator mˆ n5Snmn(bˆ n†1bˆ n), where mn de-
notes the transition dipole of molecule n . Here, we use the
fact that the aggregates are much smaller than an optical
wavelength. Applying the rotating wave approximation, one







^~emn!~emm!&or^Unm~ t !& .
~6!
Here, e is the electric polarization vector of the absorbed
light, ^•••&or denotes the average over the orientations of the
normal to the aggregate ring ~the z axis! relative to this po-
larization vector, and ^•••& denotes the average over the sto-
chastic processes. Furthermore, Umn(t) are the one-exciton
Green functions defined by
Unm~ t ![^0ubˆ nUˆ ~ t !bˆ m
† u0&, ~7!
where Uˆ (t) is the evolution operator obeying
dUˆ /dt52iHˆ ~ t !Uˆ ~8!
and u0& denotes the aggregate’s ground state, in which all
molecules are in the ground state. Using the fact that
^Unm(t)&5^U0,m2n(t)& ~translational symmetry of disorder











3^U0n~ t !&, ~9!
where we assumed an isotropic orientational distribution of
the rings, as is appropriate for solutions. The spectrum obeys
the sum rule *0
`I(v)dv5Np/3.
It should be noted that Eq. ~9! is not restricted to the
dichotomic Markov process, but in fact holds for any sto-
chastic frequency modulation. In Sec. III, we will show how
in the special case of dichotomic Markov noise the absorp-
tion spectrum can be calculated starting from Eq. ~9! and
using the general rule, Eq. ~5!, to generate a closed hierarchy
of equations of motions.
III. ABSORPTION SPECTRUM FOR DICHOTOMIC
NOISE
For the special case of the dichotomic Markov process
described in Sec. II, the variables Sn^U0n(t)& and
Sn@cos(2pn/N)^U0n(t)&# occurring in Eq. ~9! can be calcu-Downloaded 23 Aug 2006 to 129.125.25.39. Redistribution subject tolated from closed hierarchies of equations of motion. This
property was first utilized in Ref. 18 to calculate the absorp-
tion spectrum for dimers; applications to other oligomers ~up
to hexamers! have also been reported.19 In this method, to
calculate Sn^U0n(t)& , one derives its equation of motion,
using Eq. ~5!. The Hamiltonian time evolution of U0n(t)
@Eq. ~8!# leads to new variables of the type
Sn^Dm(t)U0n(t)&, which in turn couples to
Sn^Dm1(t)Dm2(t)U0n(t)&, etc. For dichotomic noise, this hi-
erarchy of linear equations of motion eventually closes, be-
cause Dn(t)25D2 for any n and any t .
Here, we use the same basic strategy to calculate the
absorption spectrum. Our hierarchies have a simpler form,
however, and also look much more similar for the z and the
xy parts of the spectrum, because we explicitly use the cyclic
nature of the system and the translational invariance of av-
erage quantities. This also allows us to reduce the size of the
hierarchy from N2N equations to 2N equations. Finally, our
equations of motion also account for the long-range nature of
the transfer interactions J(m).
In Ref. 20 we already presented the set of 2N variables
that obeys a closed hierarchy of linear equations of motion
for the case where the dipoles are oriented perpendicular to
the plane of the ring. The set necessary to calculate the mz
2
part of the spectrum ~i.e., Sn^U0n(t)&) is identical to that set.
The fact that now we allow for arbitrary dipole orientations
and long-range interactions only affects the equations of mo-
tion coupling these variables. The set contains the following
variables:
X ~0 !~ t ![ (
n50
N21
^U0n~ t !& , ~10!







^U0n~ t !Dn1~ t !Dn2~ t !•••Dnk~ t !&, ~11!
where 1<k<N and 0<n1,n2,•••,nk<N21.
Using Eq. ~5! with F t5(nU0n(t) and the Hamiltonian
evolution, Eq. ~8!, one obtains the general equation of mo-
tion connecting the variables in this set:
d
dt X
~k !~n1 ,n2 , . . . ,nk ;t !
52~ iv01kl!X ~k !(n1 ,n2 , . . . ,nk ;t)
2i (
m561,62, . . .
J~m !X ~k !~n12m ,n22m , . . . ,nk
2m;t !2iD~12dn1,0!X
~k11 !~0,n1 ,n2 , . . . ,nk ;t !
2iDdn1,0X
~k21 !~n2 , . . . ,nk ;t !. ~12!
Here we used the translational invariance of averages:
^Umn~ t !Dn1~ t !Dn2~ t !Dnk~ t !&
5^U0,n2m~ t !Dn12m~ t !Dn22m~ t !Dnk2m~ t !&. ~13! AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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of dimension 2N. As the first element of this vector, we use
X (0)(t). The equation of motion for X(t) now reads
d
dt X~ t !52iRX~ t !, ~14!
where the matrix R follows from Eq. ~12!, e.g., R1,15v0
1SmJ(m). It can easily be verified that this coefficient
matrix is symmetric. The initial condition to Eq. ~14! is:
X (0)(t50)51, while all other components of X vanish at t
50.
The hierarchy needed to calculate Sn@cos(2pn/N)
3^U0n(t)&] ~the mxy2 part of the spectrum! looks very similar
to the one above. In this case, the 2N independent variables
are:
Y ~0 !~ t ![(
n
e22pin/N^U0n~ t !&, ~15!






e22pin/N^U0n~ t !Dn1~ t !Dn2~ t !Dnk~ t !&,
~16!
where 1<k<N and 0<n1,n2,,nk<N21.
Here, it should be noted that due to the inversion sym-
metry of the average Green function, ^U0,2n(t)&
5^U0,n(t)&, the first variable in this set also equals Y (0)(t)
5(n@cos(2pn/N)^U0n(t)&#, which is the variable we need to
calculate the spectrum. The equation of motion for Y (k)(t)
has the same form as Eq. ~12! ~with each X replaced by the
corresponding Y variable! except that the interaction J(m)
in the second right hand side term is replaced by
J(m)exp(22pim/N).
Again, we form a vector Y(t) of dimension 2N from the
variables Y (k)(t) with first element Y (0)(t). The equation of
motion for Y(t) reads
d
dt Y~ t !52iSY~ t !, ~17!
where the matrix S is identical to R, except for the substitu-
tion of J(m) by J(m)exp(22pim/N). The initial condition to
Eq. ~17! is: Y (0)(t50)51, while all other components of Y
vanish at t50.






2 Y˜ ~0 !~v!# , ~18!
where the tilde denotes the one-sided Fourier transform:
f˜(v)[*0`dteivt f (t). Using Eqs. ~14!, ~17!, and ~18! and the






2 $v12S%1,121# , ~19!
with the two terms in the square brackets denoting the ~1,1!
element of the inverse of the matrix v12R and v12S,
respectively. Equation ~19! is exact and holds for any orien-Downloaded 23 Aug 2006 to 129.125.25.39. Redistribution subject totation of the dipoles. Of course, for any reasonable value of
N , the actual evaluation has to be numerical, where the most
practical way to evaluate the matrix elements of the inverse
is not to calculate the inverse but rather, to solve the set
(v12R)X˜ (v)5X(t50) and similarly for Y˜ . Results of this
analysis will be presented in Sec. IV.
To end this section, it is useful to briefly comment on the
situation of a homogeneous aggregate, where D50. Then,




m561,62, . . .
J~m !exp~22piqm/N !. ~20!
This agrees with the well-known fact that the eigenstates for





with wave number q (50,1, . . . ,N21) and frequency Vq
and that only three of these states are dipole allowed. These
allowed states are q50, related to the component of the mo-
lecular dipoles perpendicular to the plane of the ring, and q
51 or N21 ~degenerate!, which are related to the dipole
component in the plane of the ring. In this limit, the absorp-
tion spectrum thus contains two delta-shaped peaks26 with
relative intensities cos2 b and sin2 b.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Using the equation of motion method described in Sec.
III, we numerically evaluated the absorption spectrum for
various ring sizes N , dipole orientations, and system param-
eters D/J0 and l/J0 . The coefficient matrices R and S were
automatically generated by FORTRAN routines and the linear
equations of motion were solved on IBM RISC/6000 and
CRAY machines using standard linear algebra routines.
Before discussing the results for aggregates, it is useful
to briefly recall the well-known case of a single molecule
with dichotomic noise.24 Then, the absorption spectrum in-









In Fig. 2, this spectrum is plotted for various values of l/D .
FIG. 2. Absorption spectrum for a monomer with dichotomic noise for
l/D55 ~solid line!, 2 ~long dash!, 0.5 ~short dash!, and 0.2 ~dots!. AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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54) with dichotomic noise and dipole orientations b
5p/2 and a5p/4. The parameters D/J0 and l/J0 are
indicated in the panels.The features of this figure are well known: for slow fluctua-
tions (l!D), the spectrum has two narrow Lorentzian lines
at v5v06D and a half width at half maximum ~HWHM! of
l/2. For increasing l/D , the peaks broaden and start to
merge, while for l.A2D , one peak is left, which for in-
creasing fluctuation rate becomes a Lorentzian again with a
HWHM D2/l ~motional narrowing!.
We now return to aggregates of interacting molecules, in
which case J0 sets a third frequency scale that may be varied.
In the examples which we will discuss below, some of the
spectral properties are very general ~also see spectra for N
<6 in Refs. 19! and may easily be understood physically.
First, in the limit of slow fluctuations (l/D!1), the spec-
trum contains a number of narrow peaks, which spread over
a larger energy range for increasing D/J0 and which rapidly
become more numerous for increasing N . In this limit, each
molecule in the ring has a static random frequency offset of
6D ~with equal probability!. The various realizations of a
ring with such static disorder give rise to different sets of
discrete exciton frequencies, which lead to a series of narrow
absorption lines. The number of different disorder realiza-
tions grows rapidly with increasing ring size, which explains
the increasing number of lines for larger rings. Furthermore,
for increasing D/J0 , the effect of the disorder on the optical
selection rules becomes stronger and more of the exciton
states are visible in absorption. This explains the spread of
the absorption strength over a larger frequency interval. ~For
D/J0!1, almost all oscillator strength is concentrated near
one of the exciton band edges.!
For increasing l ~keeping D and J0 fixed!, the discrete
lines broaden and merge ~see Fig. 2! to a single rather broad
and structured feature at intermediate l values. For fast fluc-
tuations (l@D), just as in the monomer case, the whole
spectrum collapses to a single motionally narrowed peak.
Due to exchange narrowing, spectra in general also narrows
for increasing N ~keeping all other parameters fixed; see Sec.
V!.
In Fig. 3, we show spectra for tetramers (N54) with
dipole orientations b5p/2 and a5p/4 for various param-Downloaded 23 Aug 2006 to 129.125.25.39. Redistribution subject toeter choices D/J0 and l/J0 . All dipole–dipole interactions
on the ring are included. The current dipole geometry is
rather special, as it leads to vanishing nearest-neighbor inter-
actions @see Eq. ~2!#. Thus, if we neglect the long-range na-
ture of the dipole–dipole interaction, the spectra for this ring
would have the same shape as the monomer spectra in Fig. 2.
In Fig. 3, we clearly observe the effects of the long-range
interaction, which splits up both narrow monomer lines that
occur for slow fluctuations. In fact, the ring now consists of
two pairs of noninteracting dimers, from which the spectra
are easily understood. In addition to splitting the monomer
lines, the long-range interaction ~not suprisingly! also leads
to a shift compared to the monomer spectra, which is clearly
observed for the single peak in the motional narrowing limit
(D50.5J0 , l52.0J0).
In Fig. 4, we show spectra for hexamers (N56) with
dipole orientations b5p/2 and a50, i.e., dipoles in the
plane of the ring parallel to the ring’s tangent. In photo-
synthetic light harvesting systems, the dipole orientation is
close to tangential.1 Again, we included all dipole–dipole
interactions on the ring. First, we note that the general fea-
tures discussed at the beginning of this section are indeed
observed: the number of peaks in the slow fluctuation limit
(l/J050.003) has indeed increased strongly compared to
the tetramer. Yet, for increasing fluctuation rate, all peaks
merge to one feature which narrows in the fast-fluctuation
limit. These spectra may be compared to the ones obtained in
the nearest-neighbor approximation ~ k57/4 in Ref. 19!. One
then finds that, again, the long-range interactions shift all
spectral features. This is clear in the lower two rows of pan-
els in Fig. 4, which also contain the spectra in the nearest-
neighbor approximation. One also observes that the spectral
structure is not affected very strongly by including long-
range interactions.
In Fig. 5 we show spectra for nonamers (N59) for the
same tangential dipole orientation and the same parameter
values as in the case N56. All dipole–dipole interactions are
included. The effects of the long-range interactions are very
similar as in the case N56 and we will not discuss them AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
2213J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 110, No. 4, 22 January 1999 Bakalis, Coca, and KnoesterFIG. 4. Exact absorption spectra for the hexamer (N
56) with dichotomic noise and dipole orientations b
5p/2 and a50 ~tangential orientation!. The param-
eters D/J0 and l/J0 are indicated in the panels. The
dotted lines in the lower two rows of panels give the
spectra if we only account for nearest-neighbor interac-
tions.here. Again, Fig. 5 clearly shows the general spectral prop-
erties as a function of D/J0 and l/J0 . Moreover, we observe
that the density of narrow peaks in the case of slow fluctua-
tions has now increased so much ~due to the system size! that
they begin to merge to a single feature. At small disorder,
this peak is concentrated in an interval of the order 2D near
the frequency of the optically allowed exciton state uq51&
that exists for D50 ~for the present dipole orientations, that
is at '22.8J0). For increasing disorder, the absorption
spectrum spreads over the entire exciton band. Comparison
to Fig. 4 shows that the larger system size also leads to shifts
of the spectral features. This is a consequence of: ~i! the
inclusion of long-range interactions ~a larger system implies
more interactions! and ~ii! the fact that for the current dipole
orientation, the interactions still rather strongly depend on N
through the orientation factor in Eq. ~2!. It should be noted,
however, that for growing l/J0 , the shape ~and in particular
the width! of the spectrum becomes less sensitive to N . SizeDownloaded 23 Aug 2006 to 129.125.25.39. Redistribution subject tosaturation is a well-known phenomenon for linear and non-
linear aggregate spectra and results from any type of line
broadening mechanism ~whether homogeneous or
inhomogeneous!.27–30 In our case of dynamic disorder, one
may say that the fluctuation rate imposes a natural size scale
(;A8J0 /l for nearest-neighbor interactions if l/J0!4)20
over which the excitons in the fluctuating aggregate may still
be considered as effective, fully delocalized adiabatic exciton
states. For larger system sizes, the effective exciton does not
see the entire ring anymore and the spectrum saturates. In
Sec. V we will discuss this saturation in more detail for the
widths of the absorption peaks.
Finally, in Fig. 6, we show results for dodecamers (N
512) again for the tangential dipole orientation and the same
parameter values as for N56 and N59. The trends men-
tioned in the discussion above are further confirmed, in par-
ticular, the spectra for l.J0 have now saturated completely:FIG. 5. As Fig. 4, but now for the nonamer (N59). AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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512).they only shift relative to N59, but they do not ~for all
practical purposes! change shape anymore. A similar satura-
tion also sets in at smaller l values already, as is clear from
the panels for l/J050.05, D/J050.5 or 1.0 in Figs. 5 and 6.
This saturation reduces the necessity to investigate much
larger system sizes. On the other hand, it should be noted
that N512 is about the maximum size that we presently can,
reasonably speaking, handle exactly. For larger sizes, the
memory it takes to store the matrix R or S becomes a prob-
lem. This might be solved by using iterative sparse-matrix
routines ~both matrices are sparse as is easily seen! but such
routines are not standard for nonhermitian complex matrices
like R and S.
V. EXCHANGE NARROWING AND RPA
In this section, we analyze the width and ~in less detail!
the position of the single absorption feature that arises if the
fluctuations become faster. Generally speaking, two distinct
narrowing effects play an important role in determining the
linewidths. The first is known as motional narrowing. This is
a well-known single-molecule effect: for fast fluctuations
(l@D) the absorption experiment averages very efficiently
over the various possible phase evolutions $*dt@v0
1D(t)#% of the molecular transition dipole dictated by the
different realizations of the stochastic process D(t). The
faster the fluctuations are, the smaller the spread in realized
phases at any particular time will be. This also implies that
the absorption spectrum becomes narrower ~see Fig. 2!; the
linewidth decreases according to D2/l .24 This behavior is
not limited to dichotomic disorder: it occurs in the fast-
fluctuation regime of any Markov process with second mo-
ment given by Eq. ~4!, and in particular also for the Gauss–
Markov process.
The second narrowing phenomenon is exchange narrow-
ing, which results from the excitation transfer ~or exchange!
interactions J(m). As a result of these interactions, the exci-
tations delocalize over a number of molecules. If the disorder
on these molecules is uncorrelated ~as we assumed!, this ob-Downloaded 23 Aug 2006 to 129.125.25.39. Redistribution subject toviously leads to a more efficient averaging over the possible
evolutions of the excitation’s phase, which in turn leads to a
narrower absorption spectrum. Exchange narrowing is well
known for the case of static disorder,31,32 but recently, we
showed that it may also occur on top of the motional nar-
rowing effect in the case of fast fluctuations.20 For small
aggregates, the latter exchange narrowing was found to take
place with a factor of N , until a saturation ring size
(;A8J0 /l if l/J0!4) is reached above which the spectrum
does not change anymore. As Ref. 20 was limited to dipoles
oriented perpendicular to the plane of the aggregate and ac-
counted for nearest-neighbor interactions only, in this section
we investigate how the more general conditions of the
present paper affect the exchange narrowing of fast fluctua-
tions.
From the various figures in Sec. IV, one finds that for
dipoles oriented in the plane of the aggregate, the spectrum
also tends to narrow with increasing ring size ~other param-
eters fixed!. To illustrate this more clearly, Fig. 7 contains
absorption line shapes for D5l50.5J0 for aggregates of
various sizes, with dipoles oriented tangentially to the ring:
FIG. 7. Absorption peaks for ring aggregates with tangential dipole orien-
tation (b5p/2 and a50) for N54 ~solid line!, 6 ~long dash!, 9 ~short
dash!, and 12 ~dots!. The peaks have been shifted so that their maxima occur
at the same position. In all cases, D5l50.5J0 . Long-range dipole–dipole
interactions are included. AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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spectra have been shifted such that they have a common
maximum. The actual peak position ~exciton band edge! still
has an appreciable N dependence, as we already explained in
Sec. IV ~see discussion of the N59 case!. From Fig. 7 one
clearly observes that with increasing ring size, the absorption
line indeed narrows. Quantitatively, however, important dif-
ferences occur compared to the exchange narrowing for di-
poles oriented in the z direction.20 This is clearly seen in Fig.




with W the HWHM of the absorption peak. Shown ~as sym-
bols! are the values for Fe obtained from the exact spectra
for ring sizes up to N512 in four different cases: dipoles
oriented perpendicular to the plane of the ring, with long-
range interactions and with nearest-neighbor interactions
only, and similarly for dipoles oriented tangentially to the
ring. The numerical errors in Fe are <2%. The curves in
Fig. 8 represent the random phase approximation ~see below!
for these various cases.
We start our discussion for dipoles oriented perpendicu-
lar to the ring and keeping only nearest-neighbor interactions
J(m561) ~indicated by 3 in Fig. 8!. The plot clearly
shows that for small aggregates, Fe equals the ring size,
while for larger sizes a saturation occurs. In Ref. 20, this
small-aggregate limit was explained using perturbative argu-
ments: to first order in the disorder, the completely delocal-
ized optically active q50 exciton undergoes a frequency
fluctuation Dq50(t) that is the average of the N molecular
fluctuations. The second moment of this stochastic process is
identical to that of a single molecule @see Eq. ~4! with m
5n# except that the amplitude D is replaced by D/AN . In the
fast-fluctuation regime, where the linewidth is proportional
to the amplitude squared, this immediately leads to Fe5N .
For increasing N , however, one reaches a point where the
exciton cannot be considered to adiabatically follow all fluc-
FIG. 8. Exchange narrowing factor Fe as a function of aggregate size N for
D5l50.5J0 . Symbols denote the exact ~numerical! results for dipoles per-
pendicular to the ring with nearest-neighbor interactions (3), idem with
long-range interactions (h), dipoles tangential to the ring with nearest-
neighbor interactions (1), and idem with long-range interactions (L).
Curves give the corresponding semianalytical results obtained from the
random-phase approximation discussed in Sec. V.Downloaded 23 Aug 2006 to 129.125.25.39. Redistribution subject totuations in the ring anymore and the exchange narrowing
saturates. For nearest-neighbor interactions this saturation





which for the current parameters (l50.5J0) equals ;4. This
is in good agreement with Fig. 8.
Next, we consider the case of dipoles perpendicular to
the ring, but now with long-range interactions (h in Fig. 8!.
For small N , the behavior is identical to the case of nearest-
neighbor interactions: the fully delocalized q50 exciton is
still the relevant eigenstate. The saturation is seen to occur at
larger ring size, however, and with a larger narrowing factor
~actually, the exact results just seem to saturate at N512).
This also is to be expected: the long-range interactions facili-
tate the complete delocalization of the exciton and postpone
the size saturation.
We now turn to the case of dipoles oriented tangentially
to the ring (1 in Fig. 8!. For small N , we now observe that
Fe'N/2. The extra factor of 1/2 can be traced back to the
fact that for this dipole orientation, in the limit D50, two
degenerate dipole allowed excitons exist (q51 and q5N
21). This degeneracy is lifted by finite fluctuations, so that
the unperturbed absorption line is split, leading to an effec-
tive broadening. Using degenerate perturbation theory, one
finds that the two-time correlation functions of the eigenval-
ues after the splitting both have an amplitude 2D2/N , which
agrees with the observed factor of 1/2. It should be noted
that for N52, no degeneracy occurs (N2151 then!, which
explains why in Fig. 8 the factor of 1/2 is not observed for
this ring size ~all exact data points fall on top of each other
for N52). It is also seen from Fig. 8 that for the tangential
dipole orientation saturation has set in, but has not really
been fully reached at N512. The explanation why saturation
takes longer than in the case of dipoles oriented perpendicu-
lar to the ring is that ~for N not too small! the orientation
factor in Eq. ~2! increases the magnitude of the nearest-
neighbor interaction by a factor of 2 for the tangential orien-
tation, so that it is easier to maintain full exciton delocaliza-
tion against the disorder fluctuations.
Finally, the effects of including the long-range interac-
tions for the tangential orientation are similar to those for the
perpendicular orientation: the small-aggregate behavior is
unchanged, while the saturation occurs at a larger aggregate
size. These effects are clearly observed in Fig. 8 (L).
All spectra and spectral widths studied thus far are exact.
As, however, the exact analysis involves a numerical effort
that rapidly increases with N , it is useful to have approxi-
mate semianalytical expressions for the spectrum, its width,
and its position. In the remainder of this section we will
derive such expressions within the random-phase approxima-
tion ~RPA!. Not only do the results give insight into the
spectra for ring sizes that are too large to allow for exact
solutions, they also help one to understand in a simple way
the exact results obtained for smaller rings.
In the RPA, one truncates the hierarchy of 2N equations
of motion by the factorization ^U0n(t)Dn1(t)Dn2(t)& AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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proximation for D,A2l , i.e., in the fast-fluctuation
regime.12,19 We note that this factorization approximation
gives identical results for any Markov process with two-time
correlation function given by Eq. ~4!. Thus, in particular, all
results derived in the remainder of this section also hold for
Gauss–Markov noise.
After the truncation, the matrix R reduces to a matrix R8
of dimension N11 in the subspace of X (0) and X (1)(n)(n
50, . . . ,N21):
R85S Vq50 AAT BD . ~25!
Here, Vq is as defined in Eq. ~20!, A is the N-dimensional
vector (D ,0, . . . ,0), while B is the N3N matrix that has
v02il as its diagonal elements, and Bnm5J(n2m) for n
Þm . The matrix B is equivalent to the Hamiltonian for a
homogeneous ring of N molecules with long-range interac-
tions and effective transition frequency v02il .
Similarly, the matrix S reduces to a matrix S8 of dimen-
sion N11:
S85S Vq51 AAT CD . ~26!
Here, C is the N3N matrix that has v02il as its diagonal
elements, and Cnm5J(n2m)exp@22pi(n2m)/N# for n
Þm .
Due to their translational symmetry, the matrices B and
C are easily diagonalized which, using Eq. ~19! in a straight-




















the complex and frequency dependent exciton self-energy.
Note that both the z and the xy part of the spectra are gov-
erned by the same self-energy.
If we restrict ourselves to nearest-neighbor interactions










with a5d6Ad221 ~sign chosen such that uau.1) and d
5(v2v01il)/2J . Note that for N!` , the last factor
tends to unity, a limit that may also be obtained by convert-
ing the sum over q in Eq. ~28! to an integral.
We now return to the general case of long-range inter-
actions. A further simplification of the spectrum @Eq. ~27!# is
obtained by applying the pole approximation, in which one
replaces S(v) by S(Vq50) in the first term and by
S(Vq51) in the second term. The spectrum then consists of
two Lorentzians centered at Vq501Re S(Vq50) and Vq51Downloaded 23 Aug 2006 to 129.125.25.39. Redistribution subject to1Re S(Vq51), respectively, and with widths ~HWHM! of
2Im S(Vq50) and 2Im S(Vq51), respectively. For large
N , these peaks tend towards each other. Generally, pole ap-
proximations are good for narrow absorption peaks in which
the replacement of S(v) by a constant is reasonable. Thus,
one expects the approximation to improve for faster fluctua-
tions and ~or! larger aggregates.
From the widths calculated in the pole approximation,


















These results are plotted as curves in Fig. 8 for the four cases
which we also studied by exact solution. Taking into account
the fact that for D5l50.5J0 one is just on the edge of the
fast-fluctuation regime, the agreement with the exact results
is good. In particular, for N!2pAJ0 /l , one easily shows
from Eqs. ~30! and ~31! that, indeed, Fe
z'N ~only the term
with q50 contributes considerably!, while Fe
xy'N/2 ~both
the terms with q51 and q5N21 contribute!. The degen-
eracy effect in Fe
xy
, which we already argued above, is thus
seen explicitly in the RPA.
Above, we concentrated on an analysis of the linewidths,
which are of most interest because of the narrowing phenom-
ena. We will not discuss the line positions in any detail here.
Suffice it to mention that the line shifts in the exact spectra
caused by changing dipole orientations, ring size, or number
of neighbors accounted for, are for D<l well described by
the RPA within the pole approximation. As an illustration,
Table I gives the exact and RPA peak positions at D5l
50.5J0 for various aggregate sizes for both the tangential
and the perpendicular dipole orientations in case all dipole–
dipole interactions are accounted for.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, we studied the optical absorption spectrum
of molecular ring aggregates with dichotomic dynamic dis-
order. We followed the main idea of Refs.18 and 19 that for
dichotomic noise one may derive the absorption spectrum
through closed hierarchies of equations of motion. We
TABLE I. Comparison of the absorption peak position @(vpeak2v0)/J0# for
D5l50.5J0 according to exact numerical calculation and RPA for two
different dipole orientations: tangential (b5p/2,a50) and perpendicular
(b50). All dipole–dipole interactions on the ring are included. Absolute
numerical errors in the exact data are 0.003.
N
Tangential Perpendicular
Exact RPA Exact RPA
4 0.328 0.3441 2.428 2.4136
6 21.412 21.4104 2.593 2.5849
9 22.841 22.8358 2.604 2.6011
12 23.540 23.5361 2.588 2.5878 AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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defined such that the hierarchies contain 2N equations of mo-
tion. This is a factor of N less than what has been used
before. We also showed that two such hierarchies suffice to
calculate the spectrum for arbitrary orientations of the mo-
lecular transition dipoles in the ring and that these two hier-
archies are, in fact, very similar. We explicitly accounted for
the possibility of long-range ~dipole–dipole! transfer interac-
tions.
Using this technique, we evaluated exact absorption
spectra for rings of up to N512 molecules. We found that
including long-range interactions has a strong effect on peak
positions. Moreover, it generally postpones saturation of the
spectrum to the long-chain limit. We particularly focused on
the effect of exchange narrowing of fast fluctuations, where
the spectrum consists of one or two sharp peaks. The exact
calculations show that the dipole orientation and the inclu-
sion of long-range interactions quite strongly influence the
exchange narrowing factor. These effects are physically well
understood. We also considered the RPA, which yields a
closed expression for the spectrum in the fast-fluctuation re-
gime.
We showed explicit results for two extreme types of di-
pole orientation: either perpendicular to the plane of the ring
or in the plane of the ring. Then, only one of the two differ-
ent hierarchies contributes to the spectrum. Intermediate
cases are not more complicated to evaluate: they involve
solving both hierarchies with the appropriate dipolar interac-
tions and adding their contributions.
In spite of the complexity of its analysis, the model we
used to account for the aggregate’s environment ~one-
component dichotomic noise! cannot be expected to give a
detailed description of such complicated systems as light-
harvesting complexes or J aggregates in solution. Ideally,
one should deal with some of the environment degrees of
freedom ~vibrations! explicitly.35 However, for strongly
coupled molecules in aggregates larger than dimers, this ap-
proach is almost prohibitively complicated.36 Alternatively, a
big step forward in the modeling would be the inclusion of a
static Gaussian disorder component in addition to our dy-
namic dichotomic one. Recent absorption and photon echo
experiments on J aggregates of TDBC ~5,58,6,68-tetrachloro-
1,18-diethyl-3,38-bis~4-sulfobutyl!-benzimiclazolo carbocya-
nine! in solution have given clear evidence for such a com-
bination of slow ~static! and fast fluctuation processes.37 Un-
fortunately, performing exact calculations for such a two-
component disorder is much more involved than for the
model we analyzed. A straightforward approach is to simu-
late the static disorder and then for each disorder realization
build a hierarchy to account for the dynamic component. For
two reasons, however, this is a very time-consuming calcu-
lation: ~i! the static disorder breaks the translational symme-
try in the hierarchy and forces one to consider a set of N2N,
instead of 2N, equations of motion; ~ii! to sample the disor-
der, many different realizations of this hierarchy must be
solved.
Yet, one interesting observation about this two-
component disorder can readily be made. Let us suppose that
for a particular disorder realization the exciton states of theDownloaded 23 Aug 2006 to 129.125.25.39. Redistribution subject toHamiltonian without the dynamic disorder component read:
uk&5Snaknbn
†u0&, with k some quantum label and akn the
real exciton amplitude on molecule n . If one now treats the
dynamic disorder component in a perturbative way, the two-
time correlation function of the stochastic frequency fluctua-






As a consequence, for fast fluctuations the linewidth related
to the dynamic component has an exchange narrowing factor
Snakn
4
. Performing the average over the realizations of the
static disorder then yields Fe5Ndel , where Ndel is the par-
ticipation ratio ^Snakn
4 &static , which is a well-known measure
of the exciton delocalization length due to static disorder.38,39
Thus, adding static disorder changes the scaling of the ex-
change narrowing factor with the aggregate size N to a scal-
ing with Ndel . This intuitively appealing result also implies
that the homogeneous dephasing time of the aggregate, as
measured in hole burning or photon echoes, scales propor-
tional to Ndel . Of course, this only holds as long as the satu-
ration size dictated by the dynamic component is larger than
Ndel , as otherwise the perturbative treatment is not justified.
In particular, in the white-noise limit (l@D ,J0), the satura-
tion size is just one molecule @see Eq. ~24!# and the homo-
geneous dephasing rate is, independent of the static disorder,
given by the well-known single molecule result l/D2.24,14
We finally note that for linear aggregates ~open bound-
ary conditions! with one-component dichotomic disorder, the
closed hierarchy cannot be reduced to 2N equations, as the
translational symmetry is broken.19 Straightforward perturba-
tive treatment of the disorder indicates that now exchange
narrowing in the fast-fluctuation regime takes place with a
factor 2(N11)/3 ~nearest-neighbor interactions only; see
Ref. 32!. This is confirmed within the RPA, which also
shows that, as physically expected, the saturation size does
not depend on the boundary conditions and is still given by
Eq. ~24!.40
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